Abstract: Linear prediction is a classical problem in time series analysis and system theory and has found a lot of practical applications. In this paper, a stability problem is identified in the design of d-step ahead linear predictors. To resolve the problem, a periodic compensation scheme is proposed which stabilizes the d-step ahead linear predictor and provides minimum amount of computation in implementation of the predictor.
Introduction
Linear prediction is a classic problem in time series analysis and system theory [8, 14 In digital signal processing, recursive digital filters are constructed in the form of linear predictors for pipeline implementation and fast processing [6, 5, 121.
In the design and application of linear predictors, it is essential that the predictor provide stable and convergent prediction output and is robust to numerical and measurement errors. Linear predictors often operate in discrete time implemented by digital electronics and computers. Therefore, it is highly important that the digital implementation of predictors can provide fast and accurate computation.
A commonly known approach to the design of a dstep ahead predictor is to increase the system order by d -1 to make the d-step ahead output of the predictor independent of the other future outputs. Such a design can achieve minimum order increment of the predictor and, consequently, minimum amount of digital computation for prediction. However, there is an inherent stability problem in this design approach due to the order increment. When the designed predictor retains the input-output relationship of the process model, the order increment implies that the predictor has internal 'Author for correspondence.
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In theory, there would be no problem to use a predictor with exact unstable pole-zero cancellation for prediction. However, the exact pole-zero cancellation cannot be practically achieved due to finite word length of memories and round off errors in the digital implementation. Thus it is possible that the pre+ctor of a stable process actually exhibits unstable dynamics. In cases where the predicted output is further fedback to the predictor for future prediction, e.g. pipeline implementation of digital filters (6, 5, 121, the unstable dynamics can provide unstable and erroneous prediction and be non-robust to the numerical and measurement errors. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no systematic and analytical solution for the design of stable minimum order predictors.
In this paper, we study stability of d-step ahead linear predictors. We show that stability is not guaranteed if the minimum order increment is used in the design of the LTI predictor. An LTI d-step ahead predictor can be made stable if the order increment is sufficiently high and an upper bound of order increment for LTI d-step ahead stable predictor is provided. We then propose a new periodic compensation scheme for the design of dstep ahead linear predictors based on the results on periodic feedback stabilization [4,3, l , 17,2]. The periodic compensation stabilizes the d-step ahead predictor using minimum amount of computation. This resolves the stability problem and significantly improves the computational efficiency in implementation of d-step ahead linear predictors.
Section 2 formulates the d-step ahead linear prediction problem and analyzes stability of LTI d-step ahead linear predictors. The new periodic scheme for stabilizing d-step ahead linear predictors is presented in Section 3 and its stability and computation are analyzed. Section 4 gives an example to demonstrate the proposed periodic compensation.
2 Linear predictor of LTI systems
d-step ahead predictor of LTI systems
Consider an LTI system in the following polynomial equation form
where U k , Y k E R are the system input and output, respectively, z-' is a back-shift operator such that
where ar,b3 E R, i , j E [1,n], a, # 0, and n is the order of the system. Throughout the paper, we assume that the LTI system (1) is stable in the sense that all zeros of the polynomial equation A(%-') = 0 in terms of 2-l are strictly outside the unit circle in the complex z-'-plane.
Associated with the stable LTI system (l), we introduce an LTI model, called d-step ahead predictor in the following form.
$k+d
where U k , $k E R are, respectively, the input and out- It is straightforward that the d-step ahead LTI predictor (3) can be equivalently written into the following polynomial equation form.
(4)
where
It is noted that the coefficients of a(.-') for the terms 
0
For reliable prediction performance, it is essential that the predictor of the system in the form (3) be stable. This point will be elaborated in the sequel of this section. Further, for efficient and fast computation of the prediction, it is highly desired that the order of the predictor (3) is minimum.
Minimum order d-step predictor of LTI systems
For the case of 1-step ahead predictor, i.e. d = 1, the LTI system (1) directly yields its 1-step ahead predictor in the form (3 H ( z -' ) z -~) = 0 which is not strictly outside the unit circle in the complex z-'-plane. In the ideal case, the factor ( F ( 2 -l ) + H ( z -' ) z -~) in both sides of the equation (8) is cancelled out exactly. Thus the output @k of the predictor is identical to the output Y k of the system (1). However, in practical applications, the predictor is implemented in digital electron$ devices in terms of the two polynomials & ( z -' ) and p ( 2 -l 
LTI systems
where ri E C and satisfy 0 < lril < 1 for 1 5 i _< n. Let 
F(z-') + H ( z -' ) . z -~ = 0
are strictly outside the complex z-l -plane.
0
R e m a r k 2.10: Theorem 2.6 implies that a n L T I minimum order stable d-step ahead predictor exists.
Unfortunately, however, there has been no analytical or eficient numerical solution to this problem at this stage. In fact, such a problem is a special case of the L T I minimum order output feedback stabilization problem, which has been well known but still unresolved.
Moreover, the order of the minimum order stable dstep ahead predictor can be related to the order of the system (1) and can possibly be considerably high when 0 the order of the system (1) is high.
Stable d-step predictors with periodic compensation

Preliminaries
To deal with the computational efficiency of the d-step ahead predictor, we consider in this section an alternative approach using linear periodically time-varying (LPTV) compensation. An nth order LPTV system with period N can be represented in the following polynomial equation form *
P ( k , z -' ) y k
where U k , Y k E R are the system input and output, respectively, P ( k , z -' ) and Q ( k , z -' ) are periodically time-varying polynomials in z-' of the form P ( k , 2 -' ) ' = 1 + P 1 , k Z -l + p * , k f -* + * + p r~, k Z -~, 
Periodic compensation of d-step
We now propose a periodic compensation scheme for the design of stable d-step ahead predictors. Consider the LTI system (1). Instead of using the LTI polynomial E l ( 2 -l ) to obtain the stable polynomials Assume that the nth order homogeneous LPTV sys-the form (61, we Obtain d-periodic polynomids
tem (13) has an N-periodic state space realization
(18) where X k E Rn is the state vector, P k E RnXn is the p ( k , *-I) = P ( k , z -l p ( 2 -1 ) . state matrix and c k E Rlxn is the output vector. Let P = PN-1 P N -2 ' ' * P' Po E RnXn. It is well known that the LPTV system (11) is asymptotically stable if and only if all the eigenvalues of the matrix P in the form (14) of the state space realization of its homogeneous system (13) satisfies IXi(p)l < 1, 1 5 i I . n .
It turns out that stability of the LPTV system (11) is characterized only by the polynomial P ( k , z-'). Thus we call the polynomial P ( k , z -' ) asymptotically stable if (11) is a stable system. Suppose that the polynomial P ( k , z -' ) in the form (12) Using these matrices, we give a condition for the peri- Introduce a state vector of the homogeneous LPTV system (22) as
We can represent the LPTV system (22) as It is simple to establish that stability of the LTI system (25) is equivalent to that of the LPTV system (22). Hence the theorem is proven. In this paper, a stability problem of d-step ahead feedback linearspredictors is studied which is caused by the order increment in the design of the predictor. It is shown that a solution for d-step ahead LTI stable predictor can be obtained provided the order increment in the predictor design is sufficiently high. On the other hand, although a solution for minimum order dstep ahead LTI stable predictor exists, it is a very difficult problem and there has been no known systematic solution to it. We have presented in this paper a periodic compensation scheme for the design of d-step ahead stable linear predictors. It is shown that the periodic scheme provides stable d-step ahead prediction with minimum amount of computation.
